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                        BE OUR RUNNING HERO!
                        Register now!
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                            Dubrovnik Half Marathon
                        

                        
								2024 
							
                        
                            Each new kilometre of this race unselfishly
                            unveils the beauties of The
                            Old City nucleus and Dubrovnik coast.
                        

			

                        
                            Read moreEngageread
									more
                        
                    

                                    

            


            
                
                    
                        
                            Run The wall
                        

                        
								2024
							
                        
                            Once a year, walls get liberated from
                            thousands of tourists and
                            transform into an exclusive track of a
                            unique and
                            challenging race.
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									more
                        
                    

                                    

            


        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Orlando Kids' Race
                        

                        
								2024
							
                        
                            The most emotional of all Du Motion races.
                            250 m long race track where the future
                            marathon runners perfect their
                            running skills.
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									more
                        
                    

                                    

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Charity Race 5k
                        

                        
								2024
							
                        
                            A mere
                            mention of 5K prompts all the generations of
                            Dubrovnikers and their guests to readily run
                            out, onto the streets of
                            Dubrovnik.
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									more
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											  Du Motion's 5K for little hero Marko Akrap
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											  Applications for volunteering on 8th edition of Du Motion are open
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											  The fifth edition of the Runway Run was held at the Dubrovnik airport
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                    not support the video tag.
                
            

        

        
            
                
                
                    
                                                      Be our  Running Hero!                         

                        

                          
                            Runners from all around the world have already marked the upcoming Du Motion dates on their
                                calendars. How do we know that? By the overwhelming  interest running community once again expressed for our races. And we would like to thank you for that! 
                            Become our “Running Hero”! Join Du Motion in 2024 and discover what makes it so special!
                        

                                                
                    

                

            

        

    


    

    
                     Testimonials         

                             Runners about 
 Du motion         
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				Bedansh
			Chaudhary,
						United Kingdom

				Dubrovnik is
						absolutely the best location for a half marathon in the world. Arguably the best start/finish
						stretch
						amongst all races. Amazing experience that I'd highly recommend to everyone!
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				Su
			Purol, Germany

				You have all
						been
						so incredibly dedicated and motivating. You took us over our limits... Thank you from the heart for
						this wonderful, unforgettable experience.
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				Prasanth Sakhamuri, India

				Great event!
						Very
						well organised run in a gorgeous setting. I've enjoyed every part of the race, as well as the pre
						and
						post run experiences in Dubrovnik.
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				Virginia
			Silberman, Argentina

				Running in
						Dubrovnik was a
						beautiful experience, beautiful run with an excellent organisation that took care of every
						detail, solidarity, attentive and kind towards all runners... I would repeat it without thinking!
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                Join the next edition of 
 Du Motion In Dubrovnik!

            


            
                    
                        Register now!
                        BE OUR RUNNING HERO!
                        Register now!
                    

                    
                        Got A Question
                        Read F.A.Q
                        Got A Question
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